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A Customer-Centric Culture is 
Not Enough
Customer-centric is the well-used buzzword  

cited in nearly every operational and business- 

side objective. At face value, being “customer- 

centric” means that customer satisfaction and 

customer success are the goal of every function 

within a business, from product development to 

customer service. All initiatives derive from  

customer demand, and organizations strive to 

remain agile in the wake of their evolving needs, 

as well as market conditions. 

Yet, it’s not quite so simple. For all the fanfare, 

very few organizations have a deep under- 

standing – or the operational and technical 

components in place – to truly execute or  

capitalize on the real benefits of being customer- 

centric. It’s not enough for businesses to claim 

that they “know” their customers.

Ongoing advances in technology and commu-

nication, combined with the explosive growth 

in data sources and analysis, have spawned a 

more empowered, connected global consumer. 

And, they’re hungry for personalized experi- 

ences, services and products, with no end in 

sight.

At the heart of customer- 
centricity in the digital age,  

customers crave consistent and 
relevant proof that a business 
knows exactly who they are  
and what they want now –  

and next. 

Customers prefer products to be simpler and 

more transparent, so it is easier to make in-

formed choices. 

They expect value to be clearly demonstrated, 

reflecting a balance of price and service tailored 

to their individual needs. They prefer to buy 

more products from channels of their choice, 

from companies they trust, at their convenience. 

At the heart of customer- centri city in the  digital 

age, customers crave  consistent and relevant 

proof that a business knows  exactly who they 

are and what they want now – and next.

• Social Media
• SEO
• Content Marketing

Customer Journey

Discovery

• White Papers
• Product Demos
• Trial O�ers
• Email Newsletters

Evaluation
• Audience Segmentation
• Loyalty Incentives
• Customer Relationship

Buying

• Social Media
• Contests
• Referral Programs
• Loyalty Promotions

Advocacy

Bonding
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Evolving From Transaction-Based 
to Experience-Based Custome  
Relationships
In transaction-based relationships, revenue is  

directly linked to specific sales transactions, 

whereas in success-based customer relationships, 

revenue is realized over time and directly linked 

to customer satisfaction and value generated for 

the customer. This is particularly true in tradition-

al and new  “subscription”  business models where 

customers pay for value over time, and in sales 

model where customers experience a supplier’s 

offering first through a proof of concept or limit-

ed pilot before gradually expanding usage over 

time.

Customer-centric organizations have one focus: 

accelerating success and positive business out-

comes for their customers, resulting in lower 

churn and increased revenue.

When companies begin to focus more on  

customer experience beyond reacting to custo- 

mer transactions, they soon realize that existing 

CRM and transactional systems cannot adequately  

automate key interactions and communications 

that influence churn, upsell/cross-sell – and 

 revenue. 

Instead of transactional relationships, businesses 

must now focus on ones based upon customer 

success. Revenue is realized over time, but only 

as directly related to customer satisfaction and 

positive outcomes. To achieve these, customer- 

centric processes like customer on-boarding, con-

tract renewals and service processes must be  

reimagined via the lens of customer experience.

The real leaders in this area will also anticipate 

customers’ needs and delight them with solutions 

or experiences they might not have thought of, 

yet they immediately perceive long-term value, 

making way for long-term commitments. Most 

importantly, their customers never feel like 

they’ve been shuffled through a calculated pro-

cess – their loyalty should feel completely orga-

nic and even “earned”, not simply an entitlement. 

Digitalization
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It’s Past Dawn for the Age of 
 Digitalization
By 2020, 80% of the global population will have 

access to mobile telephony and more than 60% 

to smartphones or low-cost tablet computers. 

By that time, there could also be over 50 billion 

connected devices globally, with mobile as their 

connected device of choice. In light of this cli-

mate, businesses that digitalize will have the 

ability to leverage new technology and modes 

of communications to create new business mod-

els made possible by today’s technology. They’ll 

also be able to engage with customers and pros-

pects in unprecedented ways, creating new cus-

tomer experiences throughout the buying  cycle. 

The question is not whether digitalization will 

occur – it’s already happening. And with the 

wake of the digital era brings with it unparal-

leled transparency and traceability when it 

comes to laws, regulations, guidelines, quality 

standards and auditability. The strongest drivers 

of this digital transformation are presenting the 

greatest opportunity to develop processes to ex-

ploit rich, customer-centric data:

Mobile devices (wearable tech, 
smartphones, tablets)
Customers expect communication, but only on 

their terms and in their time. The new normal is 

dedicated business processes that accommodate 

every customer’s unique and personalized jour-

ney within an explicitly-designed interface for 

mobile applications. The same holds true for em-

ployees within any organization in performing 

day-to-day functions, as well as sharing results.

Social collaboration (collective 
sharing)
Never has there been a more transparent channel 

for customer feedback, engagement and  advocacy. 

Ripe with key insights into what motivates  

customers to interact with and recommend a  

business, there are also timely insights into what 

actions hold the key to their long-term loyalty.  

Social collaboration can also create a foundation in 

your business which enables team members to  

network and collaborate across organizational  

siloes, independently of place,  people or time.

Big data & analytics 
(intelligent decision-making)
Combined with the right processes, analytics can 

unravel some a great deal of business intelligence 

lurking within your ubiquitous data – keys to 

 understanding the true drivers of customer satis-

faction (products, service, preferences, pricing). In-

tegration across platforms and siloes, along with 

pinpoint analytics can create unprecedented value, 

improve time-to-market, and lead to more autono-

mous processes that can actually predict success. 

The Internet of Things 
(smart machines, sensors, connect-
ed business transformation)
The Internet of Things (IoT) closes bridges the data 

gap between the bricks and mortar and digital wor-

lds. It can include data from sensors, point-of-sale 

transactions, and even environmental conditions. 

Using connections between massive amounts of 

data points, hidden insights can be mined from 

analyses and systems that trigger more intelligent, 

customer-centric actions. How ever, none of these 

opportunities can be uncovered or utilized without 

cohesive and consistent end-to-end processes 

across an entire enterprise. 

 

Products, services, processes and people will be 

part of the digital ecosystem, reducing complex-

ity for the customer, simplifying relationships, and 

creating extensive transparency. 
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Customer-Centric Processes  
Define Digital Leadership
To thrive within the digitalized landscape, busi-

nesses must align next generation processes that 

empower the development of customer-centric 

models throughout the enterprise – from opera-

tions to IT and sales. These processes can also 

work to segment customer analytic data to de-

sign advanced experiences, based upon custom-

er behaviors. Integrating channel data to more 

fully harness the power of digital strategy, busi-

nesses can more fully take advantage of a new 

culture of innovation, growth and competitive 

leadership.

A digitalized, customer-centric organization 

builds its operating model around a deep under-

standing of its customers, including it takes to 

make their actions translate into profits for their 

business. To accomplish this, of the utmost im-

portance is:

• Devising unique business processes for  

 customer segments

•  Delivering seamless, relevant and consistent 

customer experiences at every touch point 

across a customer journey – and across all  

functions of the enterprise

•  Establishing processes to act upon customer 

feedback in near real-time 

As stated above, it will be critically important that 

organizations have processes in place that 

 accommodate near-immediate response to cus-

tomers’ needs as they evolve over time. As pro-

cesses are tweaked to address variables in the 

customer journey, means also need to be estab-

lished to translate those changes throughout the 

business, to every function in the crosshairs of 

customer communication. Customer-centric 

com-panies will always empower their teams with 

the authority, tactics and tools to take action, ad-

dressing customers’ needs at any point of con-

tact, within any channel.

Sales

 Marketing

Support

Customer

Professional 
Services

Operations

 Order Management

Admin

R & D Front-office and back-office 
departments and functions 
must work together to 
deliver on the promise of 
digitalization to customers 
and employees.
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Leveraging Process Apps to  
Accelerate Digitalization
There can be challenges to transitioning from  

existing product and distribution models to those 

that deliver what customers actually want.  

Adding a process apps layer can seamlessly con-

nect customers with the business’ front and 

back-office processes, providing a personalized, 

omni-channel experience. However, the applica-

tion also must leverage information and process-

es housed within existing technology/platforms 

to reign in excessive costs or investment in over-

lapping solutions. It is in the enterprise’s best  

interest to seek a single platform with the ability 

to unify and then automate customer-facing busi-

ness processes with internal operational process-

es, including customer facing contact centers, 

 social media applications, and mobile/web 

 channels.

The benefits of finding the right fit are clear: high 

customer satisfaction, a seamless omni-channel 

experience, maximum operational efficiency with 

minimum extra cost, and the potential for expo-

nential rate of return as valuable in-house resour-

ces are freed up to pursue new innovation, prod-

ucts and services.

So, how can organizations efficiently implement 

their process digitalization and innovation strate-

gies? More often than not, IT organizations try to 

customize existing business applications (like ERP 

and CRM applications). Or, they implement these 

processes as home-grown solutions that interact 

with the underlying business applications and sys-

tems. But, there are some big problems in pursu-

ing either as long-term solutions. Although these 

approaches may solve the need of the business 

as process gets implemented, they can be costly 

to automate, difficult to modify, and lack the trans-

parency that business and IT need to efficiently 

collaborate on delivering successful digital cus-

tomer experiences. 

The need now is to break from these traditional 

approaches by implementing customer-centric 

processes in a new low-code, transparent, agile 

process apps layer that sits on top of the existing 

business applications, systems and silos. There are 

6 key benefits to applying a customer-centric, pro-

cess apps layer to a digital platform:

1. Agility
Event-oriented, reactive marketing will 

soon be a tactic of the past. With a holistic and 

continuous view of each customer’s evolving 

journey, long-term planning and overarching pro-

cesses will make connections and solve for  “what-

ifs”  much earlier on. Think of Amazon.com, using 

customers’ past purchase and browsing behavior 

to make recommendations based upon  “you may 

also like”  and/or customers who shopped for <x>, 

also shopped for <xx>”. Also consider the ability 

to rapidly change or update/upgrade existing 

processes with that same level of  “intuition” , al-

lowing businesses to reassess priorities, test new 

processes, and then measure impact of overall 

customer success in near  real-time.

2. Cost
Historically, businesses have tried to 

manually repurpose current processes 

or solutions to address new challenges, all for the 

sake of  “saving costs” . Yet, in the end, the result 

is just the opposite. Workarounds piled on top of 

loopholes and failures of the existing systems, cre-

ating even more costs in the long run. Yet with a 

process apps layer, the real advantage to refining 

existing processes is the sheer ease of doing it 

successfully – and with minimal cost. Sub-pro-

cesses are able to be repurposed, while seamless-

ly maintaining connectivity to applications and 

systems with minimal maintenance.

3. Transparency
Trust is tricky – and increasingly hard to 

earn from today ’s always connected, in-

formed customers. Responsiveness and consis-

tency aren’t enough. Knowledge, service and 

selection are only part of the trust paradigm. 

Transparency to the transaction level can be built 

“The benefits of finding the right fit are clear: 
high customer satisfaction, a seamless omni- 
channel experience, maximum operational 
efficiency with minimum extra cost, and the  

potential for exponential rate of return” 
LGT Bank
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into all business management processes, offering 

customers total visibility into the relevancy of 

their interactions, along with the control to alter 

them at will. Also consider internal transparency 

between critical relationships like business ope-

rations and IT. The process apps layer can provi-

de unprecedented visibility for all appropriate 

players to navigate, review and analyze all pro-

cesses – and access roadblocks, as well as success.

4. Loyalty Through Unity
Customer-centric business processes 

can build cohesive experiences bet-

ween all channels of an enterprise – from bricks-

and-mortar and online to global sales and local 

support services. Customers who know they can 

interact with a company at any time or place, yet 

still expect the same relevant experience are 

more likely to retain loyalty. For internal business 

users, process apps can be designed with functi-

on in mind – unified user experiences to help 

teams address challenges and opportunities spe-

cific to their roles.

5. Analytic Intelligence
Metrics are a sound way to drive priori-

ties create better alignment, and mea-

sure success against processes versus transactions. 

Consider measuring the success of an on-boarding 

process instead of the underlying transactions (Op-

portunity, Contract, Service Requests, etc.) to offer 

analytics aligned with distinct customer experien-

ces.

When apps can readily furnish analytic results, it is 

also easier to determine process improvement pri-

oritization. Information regarding customer seg-

ments is of particular importance, mirroring distin-

ct needs and behaviors as they evolve, pinpointing 

triggers to consider along the way. Equally import-

ant is segment valuation. Determining which 

customer segments should require most attenti-

on at a particular time and place will tell a business 

exactly when a process improvement needs to re-

align to suit a specific experience.

6. Alignment
If there is internal confusion between 

areas like business and IT, customers on 

the outside will feel it. Using a process apps layer 

to identify early roadblocks and will increase the li-

kelihood of absorbing further advocates prior to 

implementation. Involve champions of the cause 

in initial analysis, so they can define potential im-

provements and streamline feedback. Using key 

metrics to reshape processes within an apps plat-

form, these departmental “experts” can help align, 

prioritize and execute best practices and compo-

nents that make the most sense per their unique 

function.
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Moving Beyond Traditional  
Approaches
Cross-applications processes are hard-coded into 

one of the application silo (e.g. ERP, CRM) that is 

not designed for cross- application processes. 

Maybe point integrations are created to help data 

and User Experience flow, but these are point in-

tegration of either data or UI with no common 

view of any of the supporting processes. This is 

hard to maintain, costly to develop and support, 

and ultimately very difficult to adapt to changing 

business needs. Couple with poor documenta-

On-bording

ERP Facilities/Building Databases Documents Billing Security/Access 
SystemsIoTCRM

Backend Applications & Systems

RenewalsOnboarding
Portal  & 

Self-Service
Service 

Requests

Customer Processes

Agile Business Process

HRM K13 Werke Compliance

Onboarding  
& Transfer

Evacuation 
Lists

Building 
Automation

Finacial 
Reporting

Filings & 
ProcessesTermination

Traditional approaches to process apps development are typically based on the development of custom applications with multiple, redundant integration points 
to the underlying applications and systems.

tion of the process, it is almost impossible what 

processes are actually implemented without 

looking at the code itself, and that’s an almost-im-

possible task (too many pieces codes every-

where).
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A new, agile approach with a  
Process Apps Platform
A process-centric apps platform handles the pro-

cesses in a low-code, agile, visual way. Processes 

are easy to understand and modify. Integrations 

points are re-used across all processes and there-

fore easy and cheaper to develop and maintain. 

UI and UX is consistent and tailored to each cat-

egory of users and flow naturally to enhance pro-

ductivity. Finally, process data and analytics is all 

On-bording RenewalsOnboarding
Portal  & 

Self-Service
Service 

Requests

Customer Processes

Agile Business Process

HRM K13 Werke Compliance

Onboarding  
& Transfer

Evacuation 
Lists

Building 
Automation

Finacial 
Reporting

Filings & 
ProcessesTermination

Business Process Management Digitalization Platform

ERP Facilities/Building Databases Documents Billing Security/Access 
SystemsIoTCRM

Backend Applications & Systems

An innovative approach to implementing agile, innovative process-focused apps relies on a  low-code Process Apps Platform that defines the apps and 
processes, and integrates with the underlying applications and systems.

stored and implemented in one place to measure 

key business metrics, final process bottlenecks 

and align processes with company metrics.
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Recognizing Challenges to 
 Adoption
Technological, operational and cultural limita-

tions can pose early challenges to process auto-

mation and innovation in the digitalized realm. 

Most notably, perhaps, are organizational silos 

that create an inability or unwillingness to share 

data, insights, or cooperation across business 

units and borders. In addition, there can be 

short-sighted focus on initial investment, even in 

light of long-term potential profit. There are of-

ten elements of simple “stage fright ” … a hesi-

tancy of the established guard to assume new 

skill sets or abandon former ones. 

Executives and management play a critical role 

in the adoption of a process apps platform – both 

on the business and IT sides of the spectrum. On 

the business side, this is not simply an issue of ret-

rofitting “the plumbing” or redirecting costs. The 

process apps layer is a strategic shift, providing 

once siloed business departments with a com-

petitive weapon that will accelerate custom-

er-centricity. For the IT side, the low-code plat-

form can empower teams with an easier way to 

implement customer-centric process while also 

driving business/IT collaboration around what 

matters most to the C-suite.

CASE STUDY

AMAG Leasing is a financial services organi-

zation specializing in leasing cars to consum-

ers and businesses. AMAG leverages the 

Axon.ivy real-time decision engine to deliver 

smarter, shorter application processes while 

balancing risks and sales objectives. 

The Axon.ivy real-time process app facilitates 

the identification of the person or entity ap-

plying for a lease, gathers information from 

commercial databases, and evaluates the 

combined data for risks based on a rich set 

of rules that can easily be adjusted. As a re-

sult, customers never have to wait longer 

than 15 minutes to complete their applica-

tion, and car and fleet dealers move more in-

ventory at lower credit risk.

Ready?
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Customer-Centric Companies 
Don’t Just Talk the Talk
They realign every appropriate aspect of their 

business model to serve the needs of their cus-

tomers while using digitalized tactics and pro-

cesses to ensure their viability in the connected 

world. Profitability to the bottom-line hangs in 

the balance, yet is only ensured by understand-

ing what customers value at all times, perhaps, 

before anyone else. 

In the age of digitalization, 
it’s imperative for the business 

and IT ends of a business 
to communicate seamlessly 
to achieve total customer-

centricity.

About AXON IVY
Processes are at the core of business execution. 

AXON IVY is passionate about helping organiza-

tions reinvent themselves to drive significant 

gains from business process automation. They 

help their customers achieve this through cre-

ativity, agility and proven technology. AXON IVY 

is part of the AXON ACTIVE Group, a global  

organization of more than 500 employees with 

broad industry and technology experience, and 

with the creativity and brainpower to help cus-

tomers get the best return on their BPM invest-

ment.

The Axon.ivy BPM Suite combines the latest tech-

nology with their years of experience from over a 

thousand live projects. What started as a research 

Operating models must be aligned and evolve-

on-demand behind defined and quantifiable cus-

tomer segmentation that play directly back to ev-

ery business function … from product innovation, 

demand generation and production, to schedul-

ing, the supply chain and customer care. Moving 

forward without the agile benefits of a process 

apps platform can not only hamper an organiza-

tion’s agility, it is also borderline closed-minded 

thinking. In the age of digitalization, it’s impera-

tive for the business and IT ends of a business to 

communicate seamlessly to achieve total cus-

tomer-centricity – from individual, internal con-

tributors, to the customers on the outside who 

expect more.

It’s high time to strike a balance now, or else was-

te valuable time reacting to elements beyond a 

business’ control when it’s too late.

USA
AXON IVY Inc.

281 Ellis Street

San Francisco, CA 94102

Phone +1 415-813-1221

SWITZERLAND (head office)
AXON IVY AG

Schloessli Schoenegg

Wilhelmshoehe

CH-6000 Lucerne 7

Phone +41 41 249 25 70

GERMANY
AXON IVY AG

Munich Office

Elsenheimerstraße 57

D-80687 Munich

Phone +49 89 58 999 86 0

 

AUSTRIA
AXON IVY AG

Vienna Office

Neubaugasse 43

A-1070 Vienna

Phone +43 1 522 25 76

 

SINGAPORE
AXON IVY Pte. Ltd.

4 Battery Road

Bank of China Building #25-01

Singapore 049908

Phone +65 9168 0603

project at the University of Technology Zürich, 

Switzerland, is today in use at hundreds of suc-

cessful organizations around the world, from 

mid-size corporations to the largest in the wor-

ld. Customers are becoming more competitive 

and more agile after tailoring the Axon.ivy plat-

form to their own specific needs and priorities.

In addition to its headquarters in Lucerne (Swit-

zerland), AXON IVY has offices in San Francisco, 

Munich, Vienna, and Singapore, and its own de-

velopment departments in Switzerland and  

Vietnam. The Swiss AXON ACTIVE group current-

ly employs over 500 employees. More than 350 

multinational companies worldwide, as well as 

SMEs in all sectors, use the Axon.ivy BPM Suite.
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